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as it is true, that though balls are very impor
TWENTY-SECOND CONGRESS...... FIRST SESSION.
The debate on the currency was continued by
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
from
any
other
place
than
above
specified,
or
Mr. Irvin of Ohio, who was altogether opposed
tant in a young lady’s career, there is exceed
JAMES K. REJIICH.
in vessels not of the United States, ten cents 'to the proposition to tax the small bills of the
SENATE.
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. ingly little to be said about them ; they are
per
pound
:
Provided,
That
nothing
herein
State banks.
Adj. to .Monday.
pleasures all on the same pattern—the history
THURSDAY, MARCH 22.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
contained shall affect the rights of foreign
of one is the history of all. You dress with
Mr.
Clay
’
s
resolution
relative
to
the
Tariff
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
MONDAY, MARCH 26.
a square glass before, and a long glass behind was taken up.
Mr. Sprague addressed the vessels secured by treaty.
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which
Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That
The Speaker presented the memorial of the
you : your hair trusts to its black or brown Senate in support of tho protecting system.
•remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No attractions, either curled or braided,—or you Mr. Wilkins made a motion to amend the resolu the several articles of merchandize enumer New-York Tariff Convention, Five Thousand
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub put on a wreath, a bunch of flowers, or a tion in such form as io propose a reduction on ated in this, act, which have been, or shall be Copies of which were ordered to be printed. The
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
pearl bandeau ; your dress is gause, crape, imports generally, to the amount of the demands hereafter, put into the custom house stores, further consideration of Mr. Wilde’s resolution
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr i jace or muslin, either white, pink, blue or y.el- of the Treasury, and to make up to the manufac under the bond of the importer, and shall re on the subject of the currency, was postponed till
<®ny error in any advertisement beyond the amount i ]ow ; you shower like April, an odorous rain turing interest for the loss of protection by cer main under the control of the proper officer of Friday.
tain changes in the commercial regulations,
«barged for its insertion.
on your handkerchief; you put on your which are not specified, except that one of the the customs on the------ day of------ .next,
TUESDAY, MARCH 27.
shawl, and step into the carriage ; you stop proposed changes is a valuation of goods im shall be subject to no other duty than if the
Mr. Davis of South Carolina, from the Com
in some street or square ; your footman raps ported, at our own custom houses. Mr. Marcy same were imported respectively after that
MISCELLANEOUS^
mittee on the Judiciary, reported on the resolu
as long as he can ; you are some little time also proposed an amendment,suggesting a.differ- day.
[From the Philadelphia Saturday Bulletin.]
Mr. Forsyth moved to re-coinmit to the Com tion recently introduced by Mr. Evans of Maine,
going up stairs ; you hear your name or some ent modification of duties
These propositions
on the subject of alleged official misconduct on
thing like it, leading the way before you. were discuss* d by several < x*nbers. Mr. Hen mittee on Manufactures, with a view to have a the part of the collector of the customs at Wis
A BRIDE IN DISTRESS.
bill reported which should comprise all the sub
An affecting object of charity was exam As »¡any drawing rooms arc thrown open dricks moved to refer o. ->«'eso;:t:on with the jects
casset, Me. 'Tho rorawt*-. c
.5 fee. ^¿3
connected with a porrnanunt revenue.
ined on Monday by the Mayor, in the perse; as th hotisg will alte.jv.-”itfeèy
lighted with amendment of ms . Wilkins ¿6 the Committee on
Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Clay* successively op efjar?rvti froth the conmderatten of the subject,
Manufactures.
Mr.
Bibb
moved
a
resolution
di

and proposed to refer it to the Secretary of the
.n wax flghte ; there is a certain quan
of a girl of seventeen years of age, wfio stat-I/,
recting the committee on Manufactures to inquire posed this motion on the ground that a report on
of china and certain number of exotics ; into the expediency of reducing the price of pub this class of protected articles required a variety Treasury. A debate arose, in which Messrs.
1
feer name'tè bé Rosa — —, it is unneeessa- tity
a gay looking crowd, from which the lic lands, as a preparatory step to the final ad of information which was necessary to just and Evans, Kavanagh, Ingersoll, Foster, Bates, of
She came into the also
i
ry to mention it in fuli.
emerges and declares she is very glad justment of the Tariff. Mr. Robinson moved to enlightened legislation, which the committee Mass., Anderson, Daniel, Speight, Polk, Wick
office this morning, a picture of poverty and hostess
1
see you.
You pass on ; you sit a little amend the resolution by an instruction to the were endeavoring to obtain, and which the Sec liffe, Briggs and Beardsley took part, when the
desolation, having been found steeping on one to
1
hour having elapsed, the discussion was arrested
of the market stalls in the rain on Sunday white on a sofa ; a tall gentleman asks you to committee, to inquire into the expediency of retary of the Treasury was also engaged in pro by a successful motion for the order of the day.
curing
from
various
parts
of
the
country
;
that,
transferring
the
public
lands
to
the
states,
at
a
—to this you reply, that you would be
night. The Watchman stated that fie found dance,
<
[The charge against Thomas M’Crate, col
These several propositions as soon as all information was received which
her in a sound steep, though the clothing very happy ; you take his arm and walk to reasonable price.
lector of Wiscasset, is, that he withheld for his
quadrille or waltz ; a succession of part were finally agreed to, and the subjects of the was necessary and attainable, the committee
with which her body was scantily covered, the
i
would report; and that, in the mean time, the own use, 25 per cent, of the fees of John M’ClinThen comes supper ; you have a small Tariff, and of the price and sale of the public Senate could act on the bill now reported, as it tock, inspector of the revenue, and then required
was dripping wet. On rousing her, she.open- ners.
:
lands to the states, were referred to the commit
ed her eyes slowly, and was with difficulty piece of fowl, and a thin slice of ham, per tee on Manufactures, by votes of 27 to 19, and was not indispensably connected with the other him to make oath that he had received the full
got quit? awake ; so much had she been haps some jelly or a few grapes,—a glass of 26 to 20.
branch of the subject. It was urged that the amount of his fees. M’Clintock, refusing to do
overcome by the cold and rain. He inquired white wine, or pronche a la romaine. Your
present motion struck at the root of the protect this, was dismissed from office by the collector.
ive policy, and its decision would decide whether M’Crate is a foreigner, and was appointed by
where she lived, but received no satisfactory partners have asked you if you have been to
FRIDAY, MARCH 23.
Jackson under the reign of ‘ Reform.’ Ten or
the system was to be abandoned or sustained.
answer, though her behaviour was modest the opera ; in return you question them if
Mr. Wilkins offered resolutions calling for in
An animated debate of nearly five hours dura twelve gentlemen of Boothbay, some of them
and respectful ; and at his request she ac they have been to the park. Perhaps a re
formation
respecting
credits
allowed
on
import
companied him to the watch house, where mark is hazarded on Miss Fanny Kemble. If duties, the measures adopted by foreign govern tion, took place on the motion to re-commit—in Jacksonmen, certify that M’Clintock, who makes
which it was advocated by Messrs. Hayne, Mil affidavit to the above charges, is a man of veraci
comfortable quarters were provided for her you are a step more intimate, a few disparag ments to counteract the effect of our protecting ler, Smith, King, Mangum, Benton, Brown and
ty-]
during the remainder of the night. Her ap ing observations are made on the entertain duties, &c.
Adj. to Monday.
Forsyth, and was opposed by Messrs. Clay,
pearance this morning presented the curious ment and the guests. Some cavalier hands
Dickerson, Holmes, Foot and Sprague.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28.
spectacle of a girl of seventeen, robust and you down stairs ; you re-cloak and re-enter
MONDAY, MARCH 26.
Mr. Dallas also opposed the motion to re-com
blooming with health, without any indica the carriage, with the comfortable reflection,
The bill to provide further for the officers and
Among the petitions and memorials presented, mit, but proposed a middle course, which was to
tions of a familiarity with crime of any kind, that, as you have been to Mrs. So-and-so’s was one by Mr Clay, from certain merchants of lay the bill on the table.
soldiers of the Revolutionary war was further
Mr. Marcy objected to this course, unless it debated.
modest and retiring, yet covered with rags ball, Mrs. Such-a-one may ask you to hers.
New-York, engaged in the silk trade, praying
Miss Landon’s Romance and Reality.
that the duties on imported silks may be changed was proposed that the bill should lie on the table
that bespoke extreme poverty. When asked
from ad-valorem to specific duties. The memo until the Committee on Manufactures should re
how she came to be found in the street under
THURSDAY, MARCH 29.
Engrafting.—A writer in the Genessee rialists say, that the ad valorem duties operate port on the protected class of articles.
the above circumstances, and what was her
Mr. Tazewell, to guard against being taken by
The motion of Mr. Davis of S. C. was taken
mode of life, she related, but not until great Farmer recommends the medicated tar, to be injuriously, as well againstthe revenue as against surprise at any time, by a motion'to call up the
up, to discharge the Committee on the Judiciary
persuasion had been used to convince her used as a composition in pruning and engraft the trader. The memorial was ordered to be bill, and to make sure that it should not be taken from the consideration of M’Crate's case. Mr.
printed. The resolution, submitted on Friday,
that she must in some way give assurance ing trees. In pruning, the limbs of an inch by Mr. Hendricks, calling on the President for up until the committee reported on the whole Jarvis had alluded to the fact that the accusation
that she was not a common vagrant, some in diameter or less, need no covering, if cut information in relation to the public funds, was subject, wished that it should be made the order against the collector had been brought on by Mr.
part of a history in which the romantic formed off smoothly. The medicated tar is compos after debate, amended and adopted. The resolu of some particular distant day, some day in May Holmes as an objection to its credibility. Mr.
a very conspicuous half. She came from the ed of corrosive sublimate, powdered fine, half tion, submitted by Mr. Sprague, calling for infor next. He then proceeded to argue against the Whittlesey addressed the House in opposition to
neighborhood of Pittsburg, to meet a young a gill of gin or other spirit, and mixed with mation as to the unclaimed United States divi present bill—urging especially a suggestion be the motion. He insisted that if guilty this offi
fore submitted; by him, that the bill being strictly cer should be made an example of; denied that
man now in this city, between whom and common tar so as to make about three pints, dends was, after a debate, laid on the table.
a revenue bill, although proposing to reduce du an investigation by the Department would be
herself there existed an engagement of mar stired by the fire till well mixed.—Put it on
ties, could not constitutionally be originated in either more expeditious or more effective, and
TUESDAY, MARCH 27.
riage.
They were both of humble but re with a brush. The corrosive sublimate is
argued to show, that sending the accusation to
The bill to exempt merchandize imported un the Senate.
spectable parentage, he being engaged as poisonous and will drive away insects, with
Mr. Dickerson replied to Mr. T. on the consti that Department, would, as to any valuable prac
der certain circumstances, from the operation of
clerk in a store here, with a salary sufficient to out injuring tho trees,.
tical result, be nearly equivalent to dismissing it
question.
Wax for Engrafting.—Rosin 5 lb. beeswax the Tariff of 1828, was discussed, and on motion tutional
support them both, though his business pre
Mr. Dallas then renewed his motion to lay the altogether. The intemperate habits of the accu
vented his leaving it to marry her at home. 21b. tallow 21b. Melt these together; white ofMr. Wilkins, recommitted to the Committee bill on the table—pledging himself not to call it ser were not, he said, established by any testi
Finance.
She had come on by appointment, al^out a hot, dip a portion of it into cold water ; as on TI
ms apportionment
was taken up, and the up until the committee should report further, or mony ; and everi if true, did not prevent, though
Week before, but had been robbed bn the wa^ soon as it stiffens gather it into the hands, motion to reconsider the vote, by which Mr. until it should appear that no further report they might in some degree impair the credibility
of every thing but the clothes she wore, in having them previously greased to prevent Webster’s amendment, providing for the repre would be made. He did not desire to act on the of his testimony. It was not to be expected that
cluding a small sum of money which her the tar from sticking to them, and then sentation of tractions was rejected, was carried. bill at present ; but he did not wish by recom more than one witness should have been present
mother had given her on leaving home. To work it as shoemakers do their wax,-till it as The bill was then recommitted to a Select Com mitting it, to place it out of the power of the Sen when a proposal so infamous as that charged by
ate to act on it hereafter, il it should think fit.
the accuser was made. He replied to the re
add to her misfortune, she did not know sumes a bright yellow color. Continue on mittee, chosen by ballot, and consisting of
Mr. Buckner rose to address the Senate on the marks of Mr. Jarvis as to the fact of the accusa
till
the
whole
is
finished
and
lay
it
by
for
use.
Messrs.
Webster,
Clayton,
Forsyth,
Mangum
where to find her lover, having lost the di
subject; and to give him an opportunity of doing tions having first been sent to Mr. Holmes, on.
rection he gave her, though she remembered In grafting, saw off the limbs, and smooth the and Hayne.
Mr. Holmes, of Maine, said, he had a set of so, Mr. Dallas offered to waive his motion tem whose character, standing, and past services, he
part of the merchant’s name where he was stumps with a drawing knife, or stock shave,
; but the Vice President decided that as pronounced a very warm eulogium. As to the
resolutions
from his very instructive Legislature, porarily
and
set
all
the
grafts
intended
for
the
tree.
employed. She wandered up and down the
the Yeas and .\ays had been ordered on Mr. D’s. notes, pointing out certain of the witnesses to be
instructing the Senators of that State in Con motion,
Then,
if
the
weather
is
cold,
have
your
wax
he had not the power to withdraw it, and “ good Jackson men,” it was intended possibly to
streets for nearly a week, searching in vain
gress, to use their efforts to procure the passage
recommend the communication particularly to
for it, and had supported herself by pawning in warm water, which by the tea-kettle may of a law, effecting a better organization of the Mr. Buckner, of course could not proceed.
The question was then put on the motion to lay the gentleman himself; at all events, it was no
her clothes in exchange for the ragged suit be renewed as often as necessary by the Militia of the United States. He hardly knew
she now wore, being unable to bring her kitchen fire. If the weather is warm the wa what he was to do with them. Probably they the bill on the table, and was decided in the affir more than that gentleman had doubtless written
to the Departments here, when recommending
mind to begging. Several nights she had ter is unnecessary. Having the hands greas were passed at the time the Legislature was hot mative by Yeas and Nays as follows :
Yeas—JUessrs. Bell, Chambers, Clay, Clayton, candidates for appointments. If such a system
found lodgings in houses of evil fame, but had ed, work the wax until it is soft and pliable ; for a war in defence of the New-England boun
as was believed by some persons in the taxing of
escaped the pollutions practiced in them. On then evenly spread it with the fingers over dary ; but since their courage had cooled, it was Dallas, Dickerson, Dudley, Ewing, Foot, Fre- subordinate public officers for the purpose of
linghuysen, Hendricks, Holmes, Johnston,
Sunday night, driven to despair by her despe the stump, down a little upon the bark, and less necessary to urge the matter : at a venture, Knight, Jlfarcy, Poindexter, Prentiss, Robbins, supporting particular presses, or other party ob
rate situation in a strange place, having ex on the clefts, and particularly nice about the he would move their reference to the Committee Ruggles, Seymour, Silsbee, Sprague, Tazewell, jects, did exist, nothing would be so effectual in
pended her last sixpence in paying for a lodg grafts and scions, so as to exclude air and on the Militia. Agreed to.
breaking it up as a public investigation by Con
Tipton, Tomlinson, Waggaman, Webster—27.
ing the night before, she laid down in the moisture, and the work is done.
Nays—Jlfessrs Benton, Bibb, Brown, Buck gress. The complaints against officers of Cus
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28.
The destruction of fruit trees the past year
market house to steep, not having tasted a
The general appropriation bill was discussed, ner, Ellis, Forsyth, Grundy, Hayne, Hill, Kane, toms were now numerous ; but an impeachment
King, Mangum, Miller, JUoore, Robinson, Smith, of one of those officers, for any flagrant abuse,
mouthful the whole day. This relation ex appears to have been very extensive in New- and some time was spent in executive business.
would have a most salutary effect upon all the
Troup, Tyler, White—19.
cited the strongest sympathy among a consid York, as well as in New England. A writer
rest.
Adj. to Monday.
erable number of respectable persons who in the Genessee Farmer ascribes it not to the
THURSDAY, MARCH 29.
The House took up the general pension bill.
<2^90
heard it, and a purse of- twenty-five dollars1 severity of the winter, but to thè buds being
Mr. Holmes, (who yesterday laid on the table
some additional instructions from the very ¿n- HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. Mr. Wickliffe moved to amend it so as to include
was immediately subscribed for her, with started by the mild weather of last Autumn.
the officers and soldiers engaged in the Indian
structing Legislature of Maine) rose and said
which to procure her new clothing, and pay
MONDAY, MARCH 19.
wars of the west up to the treaty of Grenville in
that from some cause or other, he knew not what,
her board at a respectable house, while en
Radishes.—After sowing good seed in a he had to-day received no instructions from his
The bills making appropriations for the 1794—subsequently modified to include the war
deavors were made to find out the residence good soil, the next thing is to keep the worms
with
the Southern Indians, in 1795, The
military service and for the support of gov
of her lover. When she was apprised of these from them. This may be done by saturating Legislature ; but he had a petition from certain
citizens of Maine for a post route, which he beg ernment for the year 1832, together with a amendment was rejected. Mr. Root moved to
liberal arrangements on her behalf, she was so the ground with ley ; or put unleached ashes ged leave to offer. Some time was spent in Ex large number of private bills were read a third include the (l Vermont line.” After debate, the
overwhelmed with the unexpectedness of the on your radish bed, after sowing it, and let the ecutive business.
time and passed. The bill amending the act amendment was adopted. Mr. Craig, of Va. moved
to amend so as to exclude those whose property
relief, that her full heart relieved itself in a rain wash it in, or if it does not rain in a few
for the relief of the Insolvent debtors of the was over a certain amount. Mr. Thomas warm
shower of tears. She said also, that she- was days, sprinkle the bed with water, so as to
FRIDAY, MARCH 30.
United States, passed at the last session, was ly opposed. Mr. H. Everett moved to amend
unable to write, and could not therefore have 16ach the ashes. We never raised any good
Mr. Dickerson', from the Committee on Manu taken up and discussed—but before any ques Mr. Craig’s amendment by striking out and in
informed her friends of her situation, and that radishes till last summer, when we had three
factures, made a report, accompanied by the fol tion was taken, the House adjourned.
serting “ that so much of the act of 1818 as re
she was afraid to communicate her story to crops in succession. The last we sowed the lowing bill :
quires the applicant for a pension to be in indigent
any one here, test she might be considered as middle of August, and had beautiful radishes
circumstances, shall be repealed.” Before the
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
TUESDAY,
MARCH
20.
Ain imposter. Many rude and infamous pro till October.
question was taken, the committee rose.
Representatives of the United States of Amer
posals had been made to her by respectably
Mr. Wilde submitted a resolution for an en
ica,
in
Congress
assembled,
That
from
and
dressed men in the streets at night, but she
quiry into certain facts connected with an in
Alum in Toothache.—Dr. Kuhn asserts that
after--------- day of —--------- next, the follow crease of the specie circulation of the country.
FRIDAY, MARCH 30.
had been preserved against them all.
alum, finely powdered, not only relieves the
ing
articles
of
merchandize
when
imported
The bill in addition to an act for the relief of
The resolution relative to the charges against
Since the above was written, suitable meas toothache, feut arrests the progress of caries in
ures were taken to find out the young man, the tooth. One or two grains are to be in into the United States, in vessels of the Uni the insolvent debtors of the United States, was the Collector of Wiscasset, was further debated
and on Tuesday afternoon he was found ; the serted in the cavity of the tooth, and be re ted States, may be entered free of duty, to taken up and debated at length, and after some by Mr. Evans, who argued in favor of an inquiry
meeting between him and Rosa was of the peated when the pain returns. In a short wit: all teas imported from China, or any material amendment, was ordered to be en by the House, instead of referring the subject to
the Secretary of the Treasury.
most affecting kind, for he had been made time, the pain will cease to recur, and the other place east of the Cape of Good Hope, grossed for a third reading.
acquainted with her sufferings and trials. chemical action which constitutes the caries coffee, cocoa, almonds, figs, currants, raisins,
prunes, plums, dates, grapes, filberts, black
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21.
The same evening their vows were seated will sooh cease.—Lancet.
The following is a synopsis of the Bill for re
pepper, Cayenne pepper, cinnamon, cloves,
forever on the hymeneal altar, and the sun
Mr. Adams, from the Committee on Manu chartering the Bank of.the U. States, reported on
cassia, nutmegs, mace, pimento, ginger, ca
shine of the present abundantly compensates
“ JVb great Loss without some small Gain.1”—
pers, camphor, indigo, madder, madder root, factures, reported a bill for the prevention of the 13th ult. by Mr. Dallas, from the select coni“
The prevalence of the Cholera in England has
them for the darkness of the past.
gum Arabic, gum Senegal, gum shelliac, lac frauds upon the revenue. Mr. Adanjs stated mittee of the Senate
given a new impulse to the cause of Tempe
the reasons which would induce him to de
Animalcules.—-Extract of a letter.—On my rance in that country : it being a well ascer dye, linseed, rapeseed, & hempseed oil, sumac, cline pressing the request, made on a former
Sec. 1. Provides for the renewal of a char
way from Haddington, the day after the chol tained fact that this terrible disease traces out argol, woad or pastel, barks, roots, nuts and day, to be excused from serving on the Com ter for fifteen years.
berries
used
in
dyeing,
tumeric,
tortoise
shell,
era appeared there, I observed the atmosphere a drunkard with about as sure a scent as a
2. Directors authorized to appoint two or
mittee of Manufactures, for the remainder of
for mites, clouded with a small white animal, bloodhound the object of its pursuit. It is in sponge, crude salt-rpetre, saffron, sago, olives, the session. The resolution of Mr. Wilde, more officers to sign and countersign notes
India
rubber,
brass
in
plates,
Peruvian
bark,
in color like a drop of water. I can observe deed a melancholy remedy for intempe
directing the Committee on Coins to enquire below one hundred dollars.
them here at present with the naked eye, but rance ; yet, if Providence sees fit thus to pu juniper berries, oil ofjuniper, cochineal, ivory into certain facts connected with an increase
3.No notes (under $50) to be issued from
unmanufactured,
opium,
corks,
quicksilver,
not in such numbers.—Place yourself oppo rify the moral elements of society, who shall
of the specie circulation of the country, was the Bank or any Branch, unless they be pay
aloes,
ambergris,
burgundy
pitch,
calomel,
site the window, and keep your eyes fixed dare to complain ? Let Rum-drinkers in
modified at the suggestion of Mr. Cambreleng. able at the bank or branch whence issued,
steadily on the same point for a minute you America take warning, while yet the curse is camomile flowers, coriander seed, cantharides, Mr. Wilde further modified his resolution, except at the request of the persons to whom
castanas,
catsup,
chalk,
cocqlus
indicus,
coral,
will notice something like water in the air, a stranger to our shores !—Salem Register..
they are delivered.
corrosive sublimate, -cutlasses, daggers, dirks, ,and addressed the House at some length, on
and then the animalculae will become distinct,
4. The notes of the Bank though payable
the proposition. The consideration of the
down
and
feathers
of
all
kinds,
epaulets,
and
whirling and careering round in all directions.
The Skin of a fat Dog.—“ Would ye like wings of gold and silver, filtering stones, tin subject was arrested by a call for the orders of at a particular place, shall be received by ev
The phenomenon may be common at all sea
ery branch in payment of balances due by
to buy a dog skin sir ?” ‘‘ If it is a good one foil, frankincense, gamboge, hair pencils, the day.
sons, but I must say I never noticed them
any State Bank.
I will buy it.” “ A good one—why it was hangers, hemlock, henbane, hones, horn plates
5. The Corporation prohibited retaining
before.”—Scotsman.
taken off of the fatest dog you ever saw, he for lanthorns, ipeeacuana, ivory black, lauda
THURSDAY, MARCH 22.
any real estate, other than for banking pur
was dreadful fat—oh you never did see any num, macoroni, millstones, musk, nuts of all
A raftsman, who had drank a little too freely, thing like it—fee was. as fat—oh he was al
The bill for re-organizing the Ordnance De poses, longer than two years, under a penalty
kinds, rattans unmanufactured, reeds unman partment was taken up, and debated for soine
fell from a part of the raft where he was em
mighty fat!” 2 But I don’t know about fat ufactured, rhubarb,rotten stone, sabres ; spy time, before any question was taken, the House of $10,000 in each case.
ployed, and was near drowning, when his
6. Not more than two branches to be es
dogs’ skins being so very good, I have heard glasses, telescopes, tan^rinds in sugar or mo adjourned.
brother plunged in to his relief, siezed him
tablished or retained in any State ; and not
they were tender.”—“ Oh—but—wal—I dont lasses, bristles, ox horns and all other horns
by the hair, and was struggling with him to
more than one, except in the States in which
FRIDAY, MARCH 23.
know as I can say he was so all darned thun- and tips, parts of watches, sextants, quadrants,
the shore. The tide was strong, and the
they now exist, without the assent ofthe Leg
deration
fat
arter
all.
”
paintings,
drawings,
tin
in
plates
and
sheets,
Jlfr.
Evans
submitted
the
following
resolution,
brother’s strength was nearly exhausted, he
islature.
which
was
agreed
to
:
quills,
and
flax.
was about relinquishing his hold, when the
7.Bonus of $500,000 to the Government,
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That in
Hay-racks should never project forward,
Resolved, That the committee on the Judiciary payable in the three first years, in three pay
despairing one, raising his head above the
stead
of
the
duties
now
payable
by
law
on
be instructed to inquire into the charges set forth ments.
water, exclaimed, “ Hang on Sam ! hang on ! as the animals in drawing out the hay are
teased with the seeds falling into their eyes the follo wing articles of -merchandize, when in the affidavit of John Jtf’Clintock against the
8. Laws supplementary to original act to
I’ll treat, I swear I will.”
Collector of the port of Wiscasset in JHaine, here
imported
into
the
United
States,
there
shall
His words were stimulating, and the broth and ears ; their breath also passes through the
continue in force.—JVM. Intel.
with
presented,
and
to
report
what
measures,
if
be levied and collected on the same when irnhay, and makes it unsavory.
er at length saved him.

overawe them into a conformity with his
Having
contract was made with Gen. Houston, as right to enlarge or alter the quantity of the ra- ‘
not on great measures of public policy, but on the
BREACH OF PRIVILEGE.
proposed, he would abandon the support of tions to be issued, but he also reserved the right
amble, a
question of the “ spoils of victory”—the distribu
of
continuing
the
contract
to
any
period
of
time
In
the
United
States
House
of
Representa

the Indian bill which was then pending in the he thought proper ; and to determine it at pleaswith sene
tion of Executive patronage ! The last remain
tives, on Saturday the 14th inst., the Speaker
pondence
UTREA©! READ I
House.
ure. The effect of such reservation was to pre presented the following communication from ing act was personal violence, to intimidate and
Upon entering his room, I found Gen. Jack- vent competition, and to deter all others from
Bunn an
overawe members of Congress, and thus prevent
We publish to-day a developement of one
Win. Stanbery, a member of the House, from an exposure of the frauds and malpractices of
that the
of the most stupendous frauds ever attempt son and Gov. Branch together. I apologized bidding for the contract at any thing like a fair
the Executive favorites.
dissemins
ed in the United States, presuming that it will by saying thatl had called for the purpose of price, except those who might have a private the State of Ohio.
The reader, on perusing Mr. Stanbery’s re
rec ted.
be peculiarly interesting at this time, as it is bringing to the notice of the President a sub understanding with him who exercised such con To the Hon. Andrew Stevenson,
marks, will be at a loss for the cause of offence
remarkinj
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
about being investigated hy Congress, and as ject of great importance. I said that it was trol over it.
It was his duty, as one of the representatives of
The correctness of the view which I enter
duct of A
an allusion made to it by Mr. Stanbery on supposed that the contract about to be made tained
Sir
—
I
was
waylaid
in
the
street,
near
to
the
people,
to
speak
;
what
he
said,
was
predi

of this subject, and the immensity of thepatriotism
rations
Inthe floor of the House, excited to such a de-< for supplying -----— to
— the
—- emigrating —
my
boarding
house,
last
night,
about
8
o
’
clock,
cated
upon
in
or.nation
derived
from
the
dele

fraud involved in the proceeding, will appear
When e
gree the
wrath ui
of one vi
of me
the principal
all that« ».would —
be -requigrec
me wrain
jniiivxpci« parties dians, would embrace ...........
- i -’ from the fact, that we are informed through the and attacked, knocked down by a bludgeon, gate from Arkansas, to whom, and not to Mr
•
1
- 1
1 * 1 K tf
*J. I- _
-.—.A Z®.-.
ax *
x-x. ■ X -a-x a-x .•« ax ■
ax» z-»
I nO tTA F fl
State,
concerned-.ain it,
that
he waylaid
Mr. S. in
the red
for 4.that
purpose ; and begged
leave
to Arkansas paper, that the beef, the principal part and severely bruised and wounded by Samu ! Stanbery, Mr. Houston, if innocent, should have
But as s
evening, and severely bruised him. We ! suggest the propriety of issuing a new adver- offtie ration, is now furnished at four cents per el Houston, late of Tennessee, for words spo addressed himself And, under the circumstan
away the
have already given some particulars of this tisement,. giving due notice of the amount of pound. And I do not hesitate to aver my une ken in my place in the House of Representa ces of the case, Mr. Houston, if innocent, was
sought ot
assault on a member of Congress for an hon- j t^è supplies wanted ; and of dividing the con quivocal belief that the Secretary vf War, Major tives, hy reason of which I am confined to my under obligations to Mr. S. for the opportunity
which
he
presented
for
asking
an
investigation
est discharge of his duty, and our readers are ! tract so as to enable the citizens of the Wes- Eaton, the a^ent of the Government in making bed, and ufiable to discharge my duties in the.
Holmes a
aware that the assailant has been arrested, J tern States to be competitors for it. ] told the this contract, and Major Win. B. Lewis, the Sec House and attend to the interests of my con by the House. Had he been conscious ofinnocedce,
such
would
have
been
his
course
;
and
and that the outrage is forming the subject of ¡President thatl should not have troubled him ond Auditor of the Government who was to pass stituents.
the attack is but another of the loyg list of ciran investigation in the House. It is hoped * with the subject, had I not ascertained that upon the accounts, were to participate in the
1 communicate this information to you, and cumstances which go to prove his guilt. tV8
Messrs. H
the reader will give these disclosures an at-! Mr. Eaton expected to close a contract with profits to be derived from the contemplated request you to lay it before the House.
know that it will be quoted as the result of the
Gentli
tentive perusal. From them he will learn Gen. Houston, at 18 cents per ration. Gen. fraud.
Very respectfully, yours,
exasperated feelings of an honorable man injuri.
answer fo
[The second part of Green’s exposition relates
the true cause of the sensitiveness of Gov. Jacksdn immediately became much excited,
ously
assailed
;
but
intelligent
men
will
consider
WM. STANBERY,
Mr. Pi'®1’
Houston and be able to form a correct judg- and in the presence of Gov. Branch, repeated, to the land frauds of Maj. Eaton, M-j. Lewis,
Member of the House of Reps, from Ohio. it as the argument of conscious guilt, retreating
and others, while negotiating the Indian Trea
subject of
nearly
verbatim,
what
1
had
been
’
told
by
behind the last resort of blackguards and bullies
ment of the whole transaction.
1
ties. The facts relating to these scandalous
The letter having been read, a silence of
his stay ii
We are well aware of the danger which sur
In these disclosures, Gen. Green assigns Major Eaton. He said that the ration had transactions, have already been published. The some moments ensued in the House.
Were you
rounds us. We have long seen, that the tactics
the causes which separated him from the cost 22 cents ; that Gen Houston had gone to following are the closing paragraphs of General
The Speaker enquired what disposition it of the Nashville school were to be transferred to
of his cor
present administration. He represents that New York and obtained wealthy security, and Green’s, address :—]
was the pleasure of the House to make of the Washington, and that the voice of truth was u
Maine res
his condemnation was sealed from the mo- that it was the intention of the department to
This communication has swelled much beyond communication.
be silenced by the dread of the assassin. But w?
yious to th
ment when he remonstrated with Major Eat- give him the contractât eighteen cents per what I had contemplated. I must hasten to a
Mr. Vance rose, and after referring to pre have not yet taken to fear as our counsellor.
Vei
on against contracting with Ex-Governor rationi ;5 asserting there would be a saving to close. It will no doubt, be asked, why it has so cedents, which he said might be considered
of $4000 per dnv
day ; showing long been delayed.—To this I reply, that I fore
Houston to furnish rations for the emigrating the Government nf.«4000npr
of a similar character, submitted the follow Extract of a letter from the Washington Cor
(S
Indians at 18 cts. each, when according to conclusively that he had been advised by see that those who will be the first to take this ing resolution, grounded on the complaint
respondent of the N. Y. D. Advertiser, da
exception, will be the loudest in their denuncia
Gen. Green, they could be afforded for 6 center Maj, Eaton, and fully possessed of bis views. tions on me for making it at all. From the first, made in the letter of his friend and colleague.
ted the 14th inst.
Said rations were to consist of I| lb. of fresh To this I replied nearly in the same terms that I was opposed to fhe appointment of .Major La
Resolved, That the Speaker do issue his
General Houston spent sonde time with the
I
bad
before
done
to
Maj.
Eaton,
and
expres

beef, or 1 lb. fresh pojk, with two quarts of
'Gentlem
ton. M i objections, were candidly stated to him, warrant directed to the Sergeant-at-Arms at President yesterday.
*
*
femi
anu unc
< decided belief that the ration could and to Gen. Jackson, although they were con
salt io
to every iiun-ureu
hundred ruuui^
rations, and
one mwi
quart sed my
fee 23d in;
tending
the
House,
commanding
him
to
take
Stanbery says he was passing over the street
of corn or Urn meal, or 17 oz. of flour. If be fu rmshed for 6 cents, if the contract was cealed from others who had no right to know
self, on the
salt meat were provided instead offresh, then property divided, and due notice given to the them. I did, for a long time/ entertain a hope in custody, wherever to be found, the body from his lodgings, misapprehensive of any
j in mediate
instead of 14 lb. 1 lb. of beef, or J lb. of pork People of the Western States so as to invite that the President .would see the consequences of of Samuel Houston, and the~same in his cus danger, and just as he reached the side-walk
In ansv
tody to keep, subject to the further order and Governor Houston announced his name, as if
fair
competition
for
it.
To
this
Gen.
Jackkeeping
Maj.
Eaton,
Mr.
Lewis,
and
their
agents
instead of 11b. and the item of salt to be
that Mr. P
direction
of
this
House.
by
way
of
enquiry,
Mr.
Stanbery
?
That
he
son
said
—
“
Will
you
take
it
at
ten,
sir
?
”
about
him.
I
was
successful
in
my
effort
to
de

excluded.
In the. proposals issued by the
alone and
A long debate ensued. The resolve was replied, “ yes, sir,” and immediately received
War Department was inserted the following “ No, sir,” said I, “ I am not a bidder for it.” feat the fraudulent contract for rations ; and al
the subjeci
though
my
suspicions
were
awakened,
I
had
no
a
blow
on
the
side
of
his
head
from
a
bindHe
then
said,
“
Will
you
take
it
at
twelve
opposed
by
Messrs.
Polk,
Speight,
Beards

clause:—Portland Advertiser.
me all tlr
cents ? If you will, I pledge myself to you, proof, nor do I now pretend to know, except ley, and others, and advocated by Messrs. geon, that struck him to the ground. How
the claims
The right to be reserved to the Secretary of that you shall have it at that price.” To this from circumstantial evidence, which, however, is
Burges, Drayton, Everett, Davis and others. many blows he received he does not know.
of the arb
War to enlarge or alter the quantity of the ra I replied, “ No sir ; I have thought upon the such as to satisfy my mind bgyond a doubt, that
An amendment was offered, in order to de One or more bones in bis left hand are brok
doubt we 1
tion to be issued : and the right of continuing subject, and should not have called upon you Maj. Eaton and his associates are concerned
To youi
in speculations in Choctaw lands ; nor did I stroy the resolve, to refer Mr. S’s. letter to a en} and he is otherwise severely bruised.
the contract to any period of time he may think
in relation to it, had I not considered it my know, till a very late day, of the fraud in the committee, but it was rejected by a vote of He saw two or three men near by ; but
acquainted
proper, and to determine, at pleasure, when any
duty to warn you of the consequences which Chickasaw treaty. Immediately on hearing oi 106 to 64. .Anderson, Bates, Holland, Jarvis whether they were the confederates of Gen
»¡cation to
of the conditions shall be broken.
I believed to be involved in it. I am satisfied that, I took steps to obtain certified copies of and Kavanagh, voting in favor of the amend eral Houston he cannot say—no one interfer
the prop®
At the time these proposals were issued, that at the price which you proposed I could the leases, which establish the fact of the fraud ment.
ed ; and soon a considerable number assem
ing of the
says General Greene, the celebrated Indian clear five hundred thousand dollars. But my ulent speculation, tn the Indian reservations, by
The question on the adoption of the reso bled. Mr. Buckner of the Senate, stated in a
I had not t
bill was then in progress in the House ; and object in bringing this subject before you, was Maj. Lewis, with the connivance of Maj. Eaton lution of Mr. Vance was then taken, and the boasting manner to-day, that he was present
bleor any
Major Eaton asked an appropriation of 4,- to serve you and the Government, and in do and Gen. Coffee, beyond doubt or equivocation. resolution was carried—yeas 145, nays 25. when the attack was made, and that General
was to he i
000,000 of dollars. His estimate sent for to ing it I am governed by a higher considera And what gives to this transaction a darker char (^HOLLAND and (^JARVIS, voting Houston struck fifty blows with a hickory cud
vious to tl
acter,
is
that
Maj.
Eaton,
as
a
Senator
of
the
U.
the committee, as I then understood, was that tion than money
and with this remark left
gel, after Mr. Stanberry was on the ground
and collea
States, used his influence to protect Major Lewis’ against its adoption.
sum ; and I was told by the Secretary of the him.
and
that
the
end
of
the
cudgel
was
shattered
committee
interest in this fraud, by throwing difficulties in
Treasury, that Major Eaton’s estimate was at
From the United States Telegraph of the 16lh.
I afterwards, as the only mean of prevent^
and split by the blows given with it. He
making a i
twenty cents per ration, and that Major E. ing the contract, addressed to Major Eaton the the way of the proposition made by his colleague,
said when he thought Stanbery had enough,
Mr.
Williams,
to
obtain
the
land
for
the
benefit
of
dary, until
said to him that it would take aix millions of following letter :
MOST DARING OUTRAGE ANIJ
he went up to Gen. Houston, to advise him to
the State of Tennessee.
(See the Executive
tion or inst
dffiiars to subsist the emigrating Indians.—
ASSAULT.
desist,
When
Gen.
Houston
turned
round
and
Journal
ofthe
Senate
of
thè
U.S)
ply to the (
Washington, March 19, 1830.
Major Eaton remarked to me that he was
The
attention
of
the
reader
will
be
arrested
by
did
not
strike
him
again.
Mr.
Stanbery
says,
I
am
aware
that
in
1828,
when.this
subject
was
pended,
“ After leaving you last evening, I examin
about to make one of the most important con
the proceedings in the House of Representatives, some one asked Gen. Houston, after be left
before
the
public,
I
entertained
and
expressed
a
fore he hac
tracts that had ever been concluded by the ed for the first time, your proposals for rations. very different view, of Major Lewis’ conduct. In on Saturday, on the motion to arrest General oft beating him, what he did it for, when
ed me to i
government ; that he had ascertained, by a From my knowledge of the prices of beefand bis letter, he appears as a disinterested, witness, Houston, for an assault upon the Hon. Mr. fetan- Gen. H. replied, “ for what the damned rascal
port—whir
report from the Commissary General, that the com in the Western States, I am confident vindicating the character of Gen. Jackson : it bery, a member of that body from Ohio. The said in the House.” While Mr. Stanbery was
informed,
ration to the emigrating Indians had cost that the proposed rations ought not to cost ten now appears, by disclosures since made, that he pretext for this outrage was the remarks which on the ground, he turned upon bis side, and
that there 5
twenty two cents ; that Gov. Houston had cents ; yet I understand you to say that you was a party to a fraud, which he was deeply in Mr. Stanbery deemed it proper to make in the put his hand into his pocket, and drew and
the subject
House, relative to the contract for furnishing ra
consented to take the contract at eighteen expect to give from 18 to 20 cents, and . that terested in concealing.
cocked
a
pistol,
and
presented
it
towards
before the
To these considerations I will add, that having tions to emigrant Indians, contemplated by Gen. i
cents ; that he had gone to New York, and the issue, at these prices, will amount to
but could not discharge it, which
had a com
entertained a veneration and respect for General Houston with Major Eaton. That the reader Ij Houston,
obtained a partner who was worth half a $12,000 per day.
he
supposes
now
was
prevented
by
the
weakchamber of
“ That a contract of such amount should be Jackson, having a confidence in the uprightness may know what was said, we here give his re- )
milfi^n of money ; and that the saving to the
of his intentions, and a reliance on the integrity marks. Mr. L. . said : “The superintendent ofl; ness of his arm, afier-the injury was inflicted.
he urged r
Government would be at least four thousand made without giving notice to the Western of his principles, although I could not close my the Cumberland Road is not the only officer who i Houston, discovering the pistol, knocked it
of Maine,
dollars per day. He estimated the number of States, where the provisions must be pur eyes to the influence which Lewis, Eaton, Ken has been suffered to continue in office after |' out of his hand, and when he went away he
declining a
Indians to be from, sixty to eighty thousand, chased, will be a cause of attack ; but when dall, Van Buren, and others around him exer proofs of his transgressions had reached the carried it with him. :
ty and he tl
and that the issue, at tbe price which he ex I read the advertisement, and see that it is so cised over him, I was slow to relinquish a hope^ President. Was the late Secretary of War re
tion of evei
pected to give, would amount to about 12,000 worded as not to convey any idea of the spec that he would awaken to a sense of duty to him moved in consequence of his attempt fraudulent
COMMUNICATIONS.
in regard t<
dollars per day. I asked of what the rations ulation it affords, and connect it with the fact, self, his friends, and his country ; and that he ly, to give to Goy. Houston the contract for In
WQUidsepi
| would
separate himself from them. I also con dian rations ? I derive my knowledge of this
consisted. He then gave it, as stated in the which is within my own knowledge, that it|
For the Gazette & Palladium.
that1 Ïwas reluctant to encounter that stream transaction not from the columns of the Tele
i’__ l.__
proposals. I understood Major Eaton’s re was prepared under the special advisement fess
Mr. Remi ch,—It has been stated, you
marks as intended to satisfy me that he was of Gen. Houston, who has gone on to New of obloquy which I weUknew would be poured graph. The whole affair was knowr^to me at
Messrs. J
about to make an advantageous contract for the York, and has brought from there a wealthy out upon me.—Under such circumstances, I the time it took place. The editor of the Tele know, thatoiir Senators in Congress were not
graph
gives
himself
too
much
credit
for
defeating
deemed
it
best
to
wait
until,
in
the
progress
of
j even consulted by Mr. Preble upon the progovernment ; and that his object in speak partner tn join him in the contract, I should
this
attempted
fraud.
I
understood
that
it
was
v
events,
I
could
come
before
the
public
with
a
fair
ing to me was to induce me to take that view be unfaithful to the administration, to Gen.
prospect of being heard, and be sustained by pub in consequence of the remonstrances of the dele I Ject of selling out our Northeastern Territory,
Gentlemen:
of it in the Telegraph.—I told him that beef Jackson, and to myself, if I did not bring the lic opinion. I have stated facts ; I have endeav gation from A rkansas, that the contract was not ij This statement is denied.
could be purchased in that country at the rate subject before you in such a shape as to guard ored to be concise. Congress is in session ; and completed. There is one fact, however, for
In answ<
It will be recollected, that the Gov. in his
of from one to two dollars per hundred ; that against the consequences which I foresee will the parties implicated have an Opportunity, by a which I am indebted to the Telegraph ; and that message to our Legislature urging them to
yours of the
the hide and tallow would pay the expense follow any such contract as the one contem direct appeal to that tribunal, for a full investiga is, that the President had full knowledge of the consent to sell out, speaks of the unanimous
and myself
and risk of delivery ; that the Indians could plated.
tion. I have only to repeat, that having become business, and that it did not meet with his disap opinion of our delegation in Congress in favor
ators, by M
“ Such a contract may enrich a few who fully satisfied that it is impossible to separate probation.”
not all be removed in one year ; that a large
ry question
of it, as entitled to great weight. Though few,
Upon reading the report of Mr. Stanbery’s it is believed, thought that Messi's. Holmes,
quantity of corn was then raised, and could are concerned in it, but will destroy the con Gen. Jackson from the influence which surrounds
ed to have
be purchased at a cheap rate, in the Indian fidence of the public, I fear, in the admin and controls him, and yvhich I believe to be of a speech in the Intelligencer, Mr. Houston ad Sprague and Evans were the sort of men to
was not coi
territory ; that the whole country abounded istration, and impair the fair fame ofthe Pres most pernicious and dangerous character, I can dressed him a note, through a member of Con be concerned in trading away their country,
his comtBu
in salt water, and that, consequently, the salt ident, which it is your duty and mine to no longer advocate his continuance in office : gress, from Tennessee, demanding an explana whatever they might think ofthe rest of the
respecting
and offer this Address in justification of my con tion. Mr. Stanbery informed the member who
would be a nominal item in the expenditure ; guard. Will it not be well to extend the time, duct.
bore the demand, that he recognised no right in delegation, yet the positive assertion of Gov. I aware that
that the ration could be furnished at six cents, so as to enable the people of Missouri and
nications w
One word to the reader and I have done. Gen Mr. Houston to interrogate him upon the sub Smith caused enquiries to be made, and the
and thus, instead of saving $4,000 per day, Arkansas to bid ?
eral Jackson never was the pure, disinterested, ject. Houston then threatened he would make result is, it is ascertained that neither Holmes I ernor upon
Yours,
&c.
D.
GREEN.
”
the contractor would receive $8,000 per day
independent, and enlightened patriot whom we a personal assault, and accordingly he, accompa or Sprague were ever consulted uponthesubtween the I
more than a fair price. I saw from his coun
believed him to be, or else he is so much under nied by an attendant, both armed with heavy ject of selling out, and Mr. Evans like anhonTo Major Eaton.
and parti cu
the
influence
of
bad
men
that
he
is
incapable
of
tenance and manner, that he was disappointed
bludgeons, was for some days, seen sauntering est man protested against it.
was not acq
The contract was not concluded. Mr. Shack
maintaining
his
own
character.
Noone
among
about the Capitol, and Houston himself was fre
and provoked, and immediately determined ford informed me that after seeing me he redu
I am ver
At a meeting held at Saco a few weeks
his
most
ardent
admirers
now,
holds
him
in
high

quently
on
the
privileged
seats
within
the
Hall
Of
to do all in my power to prevent the making ced his bid ; and that he called several times at
since, of tho^e opposed to bargaining away
oh
er
estimation
than
I
once
did.
I
clung
on
to
my
the
House.
ofthe contract ; believing that it was intend the department, and never could get an explana
It is said, and we believe with truth, that his our State, Mr. Batchelder, calling tbe attention
To Moset
ed to cover a deep and premeditated fraud. tion of thé reason why it was not acted on. I attachment to him as long as I could do so, with
of
the
meeting
to
this
port
of
the
Governors
out a sacrifice of my own good opinion. I am intention to make an attack was known to sun
I accordingly sent for Mr. John Shackford, have since understood that a Mr. Crowell, (broth
now denounced for deserting him. When I look dry member of Congress ; and we have heard, Message, said ;—“ he understood a gentleman
now the door keeper to tbe Senate—then a er to Col. Crowell, agent for the Creek Indians,) back, 1 am amazed that I did not leave him soon
from a source entitled to credit, that Mr. Speight, present had received a letter from Mr.
respectable merchant of St. Louis, who hap Mr. Prentiss, and others were also bidders. Mr. er. For this I have no other apology than the of North Carolina, who aspires to be considered Holmes in which he said he was not consult
Respected
pened to be in this city. I told him my sus Prentiss informs me that Maj. Eaton himself en reluctance with which honest minds relinquish a leader of the administration party of the ed in the business of selling the Territory and
would be a
deavored
to
dissuade
him
from
pressing
his
bid
picions ; that I was apprehensive that Major by saying that his proposals were too low, and i an ardent and long cherished hope.
House, advised him not to make the attack in the begged to inquire of Mr. Emery,, if he had not
to the prese
But, my readers ask, in separating from Gen. rotunda of the Capitol, as in that case, he (Mr. received such a letter ?” Mr. E. said “hehad
Eaton and Major Lewis were interested in that it was not the object of the government to
toplace Mr.
the contract; that I was apprehensive of their make a contract which the contractor could not Jackson, what position I intend to occupy. The- Speight) could not defend him ; because it would received two letters from Mr. H. in which he
pers, for tha
Accordingly so stated, and offered to show those parts of
influence over Gen. Jackson, and that I be perform without loss. And yet, Mr. Prentiss question is a fair one, I will give it an explicit an clearly be a breach of privilege.
^anyone t
lieved that the only way to defeat them was assures me that he was offered thirty thousand swer. In the first place then, I by no meansin- the place of assault was transferred to the public the letters to any gentleman who would call
time. We,
to induce some respectable person to under dollars for an interest in it, provided his propo tend to go over to his great political rival. As streets, and on Friday, about 8 o’clock, Mr. at his office.”.
yet, and are
wide
as
is
the
space
that
now
separates
me
from
bid Gen. Houston ; that I was apprehensive sal was accepted. Mr. Prentiss also .says, that Gen. Jackson, no less wide is that which separates Stanbery was assaulted near his lodgings, in the
[nined to pt
Soon after this meeting, two letters were
manner he has stated, knocked down with a
that the Government would be compelled to he received a proposition from an individual, who me from Mr. Clay. The gulf is impassible. As bludgeon,
isb
friends.
and much and severely injured—<his received, one from each of our Senators, in
give much more than the ration was worth, assumed to be acting for Gen. Houston, to they are candidates between whom the struggle right arm being disabled, and the left hand se answer to inquiries put to them by Messis.
It
and that I had selected him to make the bid, withdraw his bid and take an interest in a con will probably turn, it follows that my political re verely fractured, and his head and body much Emery and B. Dunn. A copy of the letter
because, in case he obtained it at more than a tract at a higher rate ! which proposition was lation to them will forbid me to take any part in beaten and bruised.
from Mr. Holmes was used at\he late secret
accompanied by an assurance that, by acceding
[Our friei
fair price, no party suspicion would attach to to it, Mr. P. would make more money upon a the pending Presidential contest.
My position
What gives more importance to this transac
his letter,
then, will be that of a spectator j but notan in tion is, the known relation which Houston bears Jackson Caucus in Saco, to prove that Mr.
the transaction, as he was known to be the part than upon the whole of the contract.
Emery
had
not
told
the
truth.
In
what
way
different one, as far as the interests of the coun to the President of the United States. It is now
friend ofthe late administration j and be
publish Mr.
I will now call the" attention ofthe. reader to a
Feeling the full force, 1 ascertained that he was the individual who plac this letter could have been so tortured as to
cause that, as I helped and believed that Gen few facts connected with this transaction. I try are concerned.
disposed of
disprove a fact it so clearly, establishes, I am
eral Jackson was not a party to it, I was de have stated that a sudden intimacy between Maj. trust, of the obligation which ought to bind eve ed in the hands of General Jackson, Mr. Monroe’s unable to perceive. One report is that “only
dee which j
sirous to save him and his administration Eaton and Gen. Houston excited remark ; that ry citizen to his country, and gratitude for the letter to Mr. Calhoun, which was purloined from the first r ra t of the letter was read at the
support I have received, in discharging the re
byourpatro
from the consequences of the contemplated they were frequently together, and in consulta sponsible duties of an qdit : , it will be impossible the owner, and made so important a part of the
caucus”—-another is “ that the Secretary read
fraud. Mr. Shackford took until the next tion—and Ido not hesitate to aver my belief that for me to be an idle spectator, when I see the in ‘ correspondence’ between the President and
it very low—that a great noise was made du
Grdinatu
morning to think of it. He then called, and could the contract have been made without no terests—in fact, I may say, the very existence of Vice President. Although he left Tennessee
ring the reading—that a certain orator got up
W,17th ii
told me that he was willing to take the con tice, no advertisement would have been publish our liberty at stake, as I do most solemnly be under circumstances which produced the deepest
excitement, took up his residence with the In and told what the letter meant and thereupon
¡ord, (Conn.
tract at fourteen cents. I labored to satisfy ed, and that finding that the law required an ad lieve. Watching, then, with sleepless attention, dians, and adopted their costume and habits ; and
pronounced sentence ofcondemnation against
Church and
him that he could make hundreds of thousands vertisement, it was prepared so as to conceal it is my fixed deterpiination to throw myself on although the proof that he contemplated a fraud
Messrs. Emery and Batchelder.” It is suflb
extent of the contract, and prevent compe the interests of my country, and to become its
Somerswort
of dollars at taking it at a much lower rate. the
upon the government is conclusive, yet he has
tition.
by Rev. Mr.
partisan without reference to men. Occupying continued to enjoy the special countenance and cient to say, that the Secret Caucusevs went to
He then proposed that I should become in
The advertisement was issued for the first time this position, on whatever side I see danger press favor of the Chief Magistrate. He is still receiv their homes thoroughly convinced that
mon by Re,
terested with him in the contract. To this
on the 19th of Feb. The contract was to be clo
“Messrs. Emery and Batchelder had told a
i fining Pr?
I replied that I had reflected on the subject, sed, in Washington city, on the 20th of March, —wherever I see corruption, intrigue and man- ed at the Executive mansion, and treated with
, agement extending their roots, there I will
monstrous lief and have been very busy in
btratham: I
and although I was satisfied that I would re before the passage of the appropriation, a cir strike—fall on whom it may—regardless of con the kindness and hospitality ofan old favorite. It
spreading the report since.
Mr. Twiniiq
alize an independent fortune out of the con cumstance of itself calculated to prevent any sequences. I know that the position is one full is also said that Houston proceeded directly from
futnam, of
The Publisher of the Maine Democrat has
tract, I had resolved to have nothing to do suspicion of its extent of character; It contem of danger, and that it is very doubtful whether the assault to the theatre ; that Mr. Barry, the
¡Postmaster General, met him and congratulated contributed his mite, to give currency to the
with it. That, however correct my motives plated an expenditure of six millions ot dollars. any one whatever
.or abHHy be may possess
S “ “ufihey X.ItX
; ./-forged]
might be, I could not escape suspicion, and a It was prepared under the special superintend ooo safely occupy it. 1 will attempt it, audit I bar „f lha thealr8 drank together, and enjoyed deception played off at the British Party’s
mscountati
. consequent loss of character. I urged him to ence of Gen. Houston himself and was carefully should fall, I will at least have the consolation ,the affair with
’at lee
hav’e lhi - ¿e]| Secret Caucus. In his paper of April 11th,
days since,
reduce his bid, which he then declined to do, worded, so as to conceal all idea of the specula of doing so in endeavoring to maintain the char- as what we have said8of Mr. Speight, from sour- published just after the secret Caucus, he
and two acc
but he informed me afterwards that he did so. tion it afforded,
actor of an independent and faithful Editor.
cm entitled
the highest
hirtest credit.
credit These
ces
entitled to
to the
These stalestate says, in reference to the public meeting ofthe
Wand com
DUFF GREEN
But this was not all. The practice of the de
citizens
of
Saco,
“
they
(Messrs.
Emery
and
Aware that Major Eaton and Major Lewis had
ments, taken in connection with what transpired
on the 1st I
at that time, an almost unlimited control over partment for many years, had been to supply
_
,
on the floor of the House, are calculated to create Batchelder) very modestly undertook to make
< Tbe follow
Bowdoin College.—-It appears by thej a belief that the outrage receives sanction in high. it appear that our excellent Governor had de
General Jackson, which I had several times rations of that and a similar description, through
in the Wash
unsuccessfully attempted to counteract, I the Commissary General of Subsistence and his Catalogue of the officers and btudents of j places. It is possible, but barely possible, that liberately communicated a he in one of his
deputies
;
who,
by
giving
notice
to
those
who
felt unwilling to come in direct collision lived in the immediate neighborhood, invited Bowdoin College, for 1832, that there are 247 there may be some mistake ; if so, the gentle messages to the Legislature in relation to the
' “We ha
conduct of our Agent at Washington! And
with them before him ; but, believing that competition among those who could furnish sup students at that institution, viz : Medical Stu- men we have named can explain.
! ^n-Housto
the character of the administration was at plies at the cheapest rate. In this case, however, dents 90 ; Seniors 27 £ Juniors 32 ; Sopho-1 The proceeding itself is before the proper tri this too on the authority of John Holmes’let
■ ^«rday.evi
mores
46
;
Freshmen
48
;
Students
in
select
bunal,
and
we
forbear
to
comment
on
its
enormi

ters
then
in
possession
of
Moses
Emery,
stake, and finding that Mr. Shackford would time was not given for the advertisement to rbach
t
article in
ty
;
but
the
reader
will
see
in
it
another
branch
Departments
4.
Esq.
!!
But
we
understand
a
more
recent
let

not consent to reduce his bid to what 1 con Illinois and Missouri, much less Arkansas, the
' ^Presiden
of
that
system
of
intimidation
of
which
it
has
be

ter
from
that
gentleman
has
corrected
the
sidered a fair price for the ration, I resolved States from which supplies must come, in time
«¿which he
The Age and one or two other Jackson come our duty so often to speak. The first ac- error.”
to bring tbe subject directly to the notice of for proposals to be returned to Washington before
the night bei
.tion upon the independence of Congress was the
prints
recommend
a
Young
Men
’
s
State
Con

closing
the
contract.
If
it
had
been
the
object
of
Now, Sir, this “ mbre recent letter” is the
General Jackson himself. On my way to the
|.l’r°ved and i
appointment to office of a much greater num
the
department
to
make
the
contract
on
the
best
vention,
at
Augusta,
sometime
in
June
next.
one which I herewith send you for publica
Executive mansion, I met Mr. Bell of Ten
[ ¡nor asserts i
ber of ITS MEMBERS THAN HAD EVER BEEN DONE
nessee, chairman of the committee on Indian terms for the government, proposals would have The Bangor Republican, Paris Jeffersonian BY ANY PRECEDING ADMINISTRATION. Next, di- tion. A copy of this very letter -was handed
{on thesul
been
invited
from
those
States,
and
more
time
and
Thomaston
Journal
disapprove
of
the
j
rect
appea]s
,
ma
de
to
the
worst
passions
of
the.
to the Publisher of the Democrat two days be
Affairs, and conversed with him upon the sub
I rect appeals, made to the worst
me proceed]
would have been given.. And this is not all. It project.
. I! people
the Presidenthim- fore his paper, from which the above extract is
people themselves,
themselves, in
in which
1
ject. I urged him to see the President, and I nas
Deen usualj
greatest usuj
has been
usual, in
in all contracts, to make them
The 14th of May has beendesignated for an 11th trial | gejfhas Called upon his partisans, to excite the taken, was published, and was probably ip fei®
remonstrate against the contract. He insist- [ frorn year tQ year>, or for a a speefic amount. In
^nthiset
"
C°ngreSS’
E8Sex North
people
against
theirrepresentatives,
and
thus
to
,rt" people against theirsrepresentatives, and thus to possession when he penned it.
ed that I should do so, and said that it the ■ thi« ease, the Secretary not only reserved the

political?

ft c°nforinii. .
e" ofpuhiicL?rtl1 to«

S8’! iiS
. V|°lence to

•1

Having said thus much in the way of pre
amble, and having obtained liberty, I here
with send you copies of the whole corres
pondence between our Senators and Messrs.
Dunn and Emery, for publication, in order
that the false impressions, so industriously
disseminated among the people, may be cor
rected. I cannot close this preamble without
remarking, what strong testimony the con
duct of Mr. Preble bears to the integrity and (
patnoiism of our Senators in Congress. I

LATE FROM EUROPE.

vr,'Ibe
sh>P Hibernia has arrived at NewMarch 27 m Th'IT“1, &ing London papers to
SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1832.
March 27 q
Reform Bill on the night of the 22d
tx
.— ,7----- ——t------= | «fter a debate which had been continued from night
The Disclosures by Duff Green, of,t0 n,£ht s,lic® the 19th, was passed to a third reading by
r~~-—‘-------- ’ ■
Washington,
will be found in the preceding a vote of 355 l0 239, being a majority of 116. Wthe
, follow ing day it was read the third lime, and passed
columns. We bespeak for them an attentive, by acclamation, Lords John Russell and Allhorpe
were ordered to carry the bill to the House of Lords,
perusal by the candid of all parties.
They
___
and request their concurrence. On the 26th the bill
dis(dose facts which must arouse the inactive was brought up by Lord John Russell, who was ac
companied by Lord Allhorpe. It was read a first time
and ordered to be printed. Lord Grey moved X
engaged
in Bargaining 1 T *
nvince the honest partisans of General sìùmìghtSh°Uld bS read 3 SeCO’ld l'me 0,1 7’hursday
<

To the County Commissioners for the County
. of York. *
AS just received a prime assortment of
FipHE undersigned Sheriff of said County,
new and seasonable GOODS, which
i
w.°.u^ ^present to your Honors, that
in addition to his former Stock, comprises althe Gaol in Alfred, is old and much out of re
pair, and is not what the law of 1821 contem most every article, usually called for in this
?presB<
plates, viz. Sufficient and convenient apart vicinity, and he is disposed to sell them on
llin« derived8?’ "’’M
ments for receiving and lodging prisoners for very reasonable terms for cash or other good
'"""iLm” *"*>i.*
8
debt, and keeping them separate and apart pay.
from felons and other notorious offenders, and Among them are the following articles, viz.
C
l,e’ Hrab and Olive Broadcloths ;
keeping minors, convicted and charged with
■ Hnwton j
But as
as soon
soon as
as he
he
But
s. fi,’, „“"“''«IJ
crime, and all prisoners upon first conviction, i Blue, Mixed and White Cassimeres ;
Ifur askl^a ¡M
<1
citizens
of
Maine,
he
*'
ac
'
ison
°Y
•!>«
dangerous
character
of
the
away the territory and
xu.a*Uc uu
I« ih® Cholera c2,n’inued to increase in London, and separate and distinct from notorious offenders. Blue, Olive and Mixed Sattinets ;
1 b® been I
sought other counsellors.
Then Messrs. cause which they are supporting.
tn other parts of Europe. The number of new cases
He would further represent, that the apart Devonshire Kersey ; Duffil ; Flannels ;
in London on the 25th, was 105, deaths 62, recoveries
Holmes and Sprague were not his men.
ments
are so constructed and exposed to a Padding ; Buckram ; Black Lasting ;
lhe»of the L
Things “ go on swimmingly” at Washing m J’Xoj'“1“# CaSeS l79’ dea,hs from ,be commence northwest aspect, that in the winter, they can French Drilling; Hamilton Stripes;
Saco.
ment 742. In other parts of the Kingdom the number
O
list of'
ton. Our readers will find in another part of. ot new cases on the last day reported, was 107, deaths not be made what the law-eoiitemplates, com I Cotton Plaids and Checks ;
118 ?"ilL Ì
__
Saco, March 23,1832.
ofIU1 hon2Xrf8ult «¡4
this
paper the particulars ofa most villainous ft’.oaSe?ruemai,l"lg J33, dealbs from ,lie beginning fortable—and in the summer, they are far from II SroVi” Bleached Sheetings & Shirtings;
Messrs. Holmes and Sprague ;
^,2J 3. 1 he greater part of the cases in London were
j Twilled Jean ; Nankin ;
6
ntelli,"« > blen,a"
Gentlemen.—Will you be good enough to assault on a member of Congress, by one of confined to Southwark and Bermondesy, buTthere bad being so.—He would therefore suggest the |' Cotton Yarn from 7 to 17; Oil Cloth •
' consci i h,inwill4
propriety
of
an
examination
of
the
prison
at
!
I
been
J
cases
in
Westminster,
and
several
in
other
open
answer for us the following questions.
Did i Gqh. Jackson’s bosom friends
ascioQg ffhih
this term of the Court, and should your hon Napt Hats ; Fine Dover She.etings ; Linen ;
t ’•fblack1,uK t’ reH
To what are and comparatively elennly parts of the town.
Mi. Preble consult you as Senators on the w«co ini no- ?__ < \ u r-------------.
Benton, (now a Jackson 'I The affairs of Holland seemed to be in the way of ors be of opinion, that a new prison is necessa Long Lawn ; Russia Diaper; Duck ;
5 of the dan™8a"idM
subject of our Northeastern Boundary during we
mp,coming
n
rP-CoL
’.
’ Benton,
speedy adjustment,
J
Brown Holland ; Dimoty ; Bed Ticking •
his stay in Washington and if so how far ? l
nber °Pthe U.S. Senate)) iin
________
« Otlir
. "'"Cn ta
There is no further news from i' irtugal. It is as ry, would pray that a Committee may be ap Cotton Sewing Thread ; Linen Floss ;
an address to
pointed, to report a plan and estimate of a
Were
you
made
acquainted
with
the
subject
1116
Peo
P
le
of
Missouri,
prior
to
the
Presidenserted
with
increased
confidence
that
there
would
be
t hA „ ’ 4 ,rw
interference of Spanish troops, on the landing of building, suited to the wants of the County, at I apes ; Ladies Cotton Hose ;
of his communications to the Governor of tial’ election
’
'
’ 1824,
‘
in
made the following pre an
Colored Worsted do. ;
’
non Fedro. It is supposed that Austria and Prussia the next term of the Commissioners.
Maine respecting the proposition to sell, pre
>feara^as88ss">' l!«l
Gentlemen’s Mixed Cotton do.;
diction : “ If Gen. Jackson shall be elected favour the cause of Don Miguel, while France and
BENJA. J. HERRICK,
_ _____ ” °Ur eounsellor.
vious to the making of the same ?
Great Britain take the side of the young Queen
Worsted Gloves; White & Black Silk do.;
Sheriff of the County of York.
he will surround himself with a pack of polit though without any active interference. It is said
Very
respectfully,
^Y.CS"W
Kid do.; Pound and Paper Pins ;
Copy,
that
the
Emperor
of
Russia,
when
applied
to
by
Prus

ical
bull-dogs
to
bay
at
all
who
dare
to
oppose
Your ob’t. servants,
Italian Sewing Silk; Twist;
sia and Austria to concur in measures for the main
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
(Signed,)
MOSES EMERY,
his measures. For myself, as I cannot think tenance of the usurped authority of Don Miguel, repli
Treble Gilt Coat and Vest Buttons ;
B. DUNN.
of legislating with a brace of pistols in my ed, Iwitf never acknowledge as Sovereign a man pos At a Court of the County Commissioners for Camblet & Lasting do. ; Silk Braids & Cords;
sessed of such immoral passions, as the Infante Don Mi
said County, held at Alfred, on the second < Hair Combs; Fancy Hdkfs.; Stay Lacings;
belt, I shall in the event of the election of guel !”
WASHINGTON, 28th MARCH, 1832.
Calicoes from 6d to 2s per pard ;
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1831.
Mr. Van Boren, at thè King’s levee on the22d. took
Gentlemen
:
—
I
this
day
received
yours
of
Gen. Jackson, resign my seat in the .Senate,
■ u’l>msingWwib *
!^S ,av«/, Previous to his departure for the continent.” /"ORDERED, That an attested copy of the Thibet, Raw Silk, Valentia & Cotton Shawls
the 23d inst. directed to Mr. Sprague and mycvcry muepencient r
Q»
'he
24ih
he
had
the
honor
of
dining
with
the
King
»»»»«apprehensive of J
every irMependent
man will have to do, or
foregoing application be published in Silk Bandanna Hdkfs. ; Flag Silk do.;
self, on the subject of the N. E. Boundary, and I
,
at Windsor.
“
he
Hieside. J
the Kennebunk Gazette and in the Maine Gentlemen’s Italian Silk Cravats; Cotton do.;
immediately communicated the same to him.!
h ■
and honor.■” Seldom are proph
Democrat, before the session of said Commis Grecian Boots for Children ;
In answer to your first inquiry, I can say esies more literally fulfilled than is this.
Kew Papers.—-We have received the first
rt ^tanberyj
sioners to be held at York, within and for Brown and Colored Cambrics ;
that Mr. Preble did, several times consult me
Mr. Houston was brought to the bar of the number of the “ Great Falls Journal, ” publish said County of York, on the Tuesday next|1 Plain and Fig’d Muslins ; White Cambrics ;
alone and in company with my colleague? on
! Cambric Muslin-; Lace ; Lace Footing ;
ead from abinj
the subject of his mission—so far as to give House on Monday the 16th inst. when he re ed at Great Falls, Somersworth, by C. C. P. before the last Monday ofMay next—when I
Beit Ribbons ; Hooks & Eyes j Scissors j
me all the information necessary to sustain quested 24 hours to prepare his defence, Moody. The first number of the “ Journal and where the said Commissioners will take
p H. agrWliL
Boxes Paints ; Ribbons ; Pressed Crapes ;
the claims of Maine and to resist the “ award” which was granted. On the 18th, his trial of the Times,” published at Norway, Me. by into further consideration the aforesaid appli
Bonnet Wire ; Rattan ; Battiste Robes;
cation.
1
1,1 *,.‘9 left hai)(|arel)rei
of the arbitrator, in which object I had no
commenced and was continued from day to W. E. Goodnow. Neither of them are politic
Cambric do. ; Plain Blue & Pink Ginghams :
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
»vise severely
doubt we were both perfectly agreed.
English Plaid do. ; Wick Yarn ; Suspenders;
To your second inquiry “ were you made day until Saturday last (the latest date from al papers.
heeX ’1Car^^
Umbrellas; Cloth Brushes; Quality Binding;
ot Z derateS0^
acquainted with the subject of his commu Washington.) The trial excites much in
Black Sarsnet; Fig’d & Gro’ de Naples Silks;
nication
to
the
Governor
of
Maine
respecting
. ^-nooneiDte^,
terest in the city, and not a little debate in
[tO CORRESPONDENTS.]
Green Sarsnet ; Bombazeen ; Circassians ;
siderable number asSfft
the proposition to sell, previous to the mak the House. It will probably occupy a large
The communication over the signature of
Spotted Flannel Rattinetts ;
ing of the same ?” my answer is, 1 was not—
»nhe benate, stated j,,
Veracity
”
came
to
hand
too
late
for
insertion
AS for sale, recently received Morocco Walking Shoes ; Kid Slippers, &c.
lay, that hewaspr^
I had not the least intimation from Mr. Pre" portion of the time of the House for two or
from Boston, White and
this week.
---- A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF—
ble or any one else that, such a proposition three weeks.
n»ade, and that
Red Lead, Litharge, F. Yellow,
),ows with a hickory
was to be made. Mr. Preble, sometime pre
Crockery
Ghtss Il Vare—•viz :
Chrome Yellow, Chroine Green,
between
Messrs. EEmmvious to the secret session, requested myself !i The correspondencenet
ween Messrs.
rywason theground;HYMENEAL,
Ven. Red, Prus. Blue, S. Brown, China & Blue Printed Tea Setts ;
and colleague to ask the chairman of the ERY and Dunn, of Saco, and Messrs Holmes
cudgel wasshatteid
Blue Printed Plates ; Ewers & Basins ;
MARRIED—In Hollis, 29th ulF Mr. Daniel Vermillion, Rose Pink, Umber, Whiting Em Edged Plates ; Blue Pt’d. & C. C. Teas;
committee “of foreig n i----------- _
°ws given with it. ft
ery,
&c.
Dutch
Linseed
Oil,
Spt.
Turpen

»wett, of aterborough, to Miss Sarah C. Wake
making a report on the subject of the BounBlue Printed Custard Cups ; B. P. Bowls •
t otankryhadeiioBA
tine, Glue, Varnish, Japan, Ground Logwood,
dary, until he could obtain further informa- d
another column, definitively settles the neid, of H.
Large Edged Dishes ; Sugars; Creams : ’
’»nston, tn advise biM
In
Strafford,
N.
H.
Mr.
Benjamin
G.
Parker,
Fustic
Red Wood, Copperas, Madder, Oil
tion
--7 - or
7- instructions from Maine. We did ap- <luest,on Whether Mr. Preble did or did not
Salt Cellars ; Covered Chambers ;
"iston turned roiindml
of Kittery, to Miss Hannah S. Willey of S
Vitriol, Otter, Gold and Brass Leaf, Pumice
1
’. to the
’ chairman
’
ply
and the report was sus- ! consult with our Senators as to the expedienGlass Lamps ; Vinegar Cruets; Tumblers;
»>»• Mr. Smnbery»
n
/
n
Portsmouth,
Col.
Gideon
W.
Walker,
to
Stone, &c.
pended.
i
’
.
BLXIT
e
?
’
p
nd
’
as
.
he
said
’
be
“
!
°y
of
selh
ng
the
N.
E.
territory.
He
did
not.
By
&c. &c.
Hot’stoa, after befc
Wm ^Efq^1 StaVers’ y°unS’est daughter of
A
lso an extensive assortment of genuine
fore
he
had
.......
.............
..
—j received ins information, request-! whaf amh«.-ît«7 j-i n
a ■ i
•at be did it for, nd
DRUGS MEDICINES, all of which are
tn to
to make
make the
the revp_ !! . * ai thoilty d’d Gov. Smith intimate to
HARD WARD GOODS,
ed me to ask the chairman
At Washington city, Mr. Polk, M C. of Ten
what the damned rad
ISuch as Coffee Mills ; Patent Wheel Heads ;
the
legislature
that
our
delegation
in Congress nessee, to Miss Caroline Easton, niece of Presi offered at Boston prices.
w bile Mr. StanbeiyJ port——which I did. In all this I never was
Fancy & Common Bellows ; Paint Brushes ;
ned upon his side,id informed, nor was it in the least intimated, were unanimously in favor of the course rec dent Jackson.
Floor, Hearth and Horse do. ; Curry Combs;
In Westbrook, Wm. Pitt Fessenden, Esq. of QEED BAEIÆY, for sale by
that
there
was
any
proposition
to
sell.
After
ommended
by
the
Agent?
pocket, and drew mj
,
JOSEPH K. MILLER.
Shovels & Tongs ; Scale Beams ; Hand Saws;
Portland, to Miss Ellen M. daughter of James
the subject had been referred to Maine and
I presented it towiii
April 26.
Deering, Esq. of W.
r me Iron Back do. ; Hoes;
before the answer of the Legislature came, I
Y
oung
M
en
’
s
C
onvention
.
—
A
Conven

iot discharge it, wW
InChilmark, Ms. Mr. Thomas Brown,ofHenBack Straped Shovels ;
had a conversation with Mr. Preble in the tion of National Republican Young Men, from
> prevented by the wi I
to Miss Mary Smith. They are
Goodyear’s Patent Manure Forks ;
chamber of the House of Representatives and
the injnry was inflicted.
both deaf and dumb, and were educated at the
Double & Single C. Steel Plane Irons ;
he urged me strongly to enforce the claims I different sections of the Union, will be holden American Asylum, Hartford.
LL
those
persons
who
have
unsettled
ac

: the pistol, knockedi
Gouges ; Chisels; Spoke Shaves;
!at Washington, on the first Monday of May
In Bartlett, N. H. Mr. Benjamin Gould, for
counts with the late firm of Palmer
vhen he went atray.d of Maine. After 1 had published my address
Mill Files, 3 Sqr. do. Round & Half Round do.
declining a re-election, we met at a large par next.
The Young Men of Washington city merly of Lyman, to Miss Hannah Fox, daughter Miller, are requested to call and have them
I Shoe Rasps ; Shoe Hammers ;
g
ty and he there expressed his entire approba have made preparations for the accommoda of the late Hon. Obed Hall.
adjusted without further delay. And all those
Nail Hammers ; Shoe Thread ;
tion of every thing 1 had said in that address
indebted to P. & M. by note or account are
tion of the delegates.
New-England will
TC'ATIONS.
Shoe-makers Awls; Pinchers; Shoe Knives;
m regard to the Boundary.
OBITUARY.
requested to make immediate payment to the Slice Tacks ; Joiners Rules; Iron Squares j
probably be well represented.
We notice
I am, gentlemen,
Subscriber, as it is his wish to avoid making
ZETTI & PaLLADICM.
Powders; Steel Tongue Squares; Brads;
DIED—Tn this town, on Monday last, Mrs cost by placing the demands in the hands of Ink
Yours truly,
that delegates have also been chosen in. sev
iacRS - iron
-r„hlp H-r
Tacks ; Iron & Brass Table Hinges :
Ioanna Gillpatrick, wife of Mr: Nathaniel
has been stated, y« '
J
holmes.
eral of the Middle and Western States.
G
jllpatrick
.
----------KX*
X-ZU1 y JI12£ j
;
Messrs. Moses Emery
B. Dunn.
rs in CongresawajiB
In Wells, 18th inst. Sayward, child of Mr. will be received in payment.
Rogers Pen Knives ; Double Blade Do. ;
r. Preble upontbepnIron Butts ; Wood Screws ; Sad Irons ;
The Argus says a new paper is about to be bAYWARD Hobbs, aged 6 months.
WASHINGTON, MARCH 28tH, 1832.
Northeastern Territory, |
_
J. K. MILLER.
In York on Sunday evening last, Mrs. Almi
Commode Knobs ; Compass Saws ;
Gentlemen :
established at Litnington in this County. As ra, wife of George Moody, Esq. aged about 37
April 25, 1832.
Britannia & Iron Table & Tea Spoons ;
In answer to the inquiries contained in to this we are unable to say whether it is true years.
id, that the Gov.iili i
Brass & Jappan’d Door Latches: Bed Cords:
In
Boston,
22d,
Mr.
Reuben
Stackpole,
of
this
•lature urging them # I yours of the 23d inst. I reply that Mr. Holmes or false, ft further states that G. E. Smith is
Clothes Lines ; Cod Lines; Fish Hooks;
town,
aged
33.
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a
number
of
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eaks of the mr . and myself were frequently consulted, as Sen to superintend the editorial department in the
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In
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Molly,
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ING
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FIELDS,
to
Let,
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n in Congress in fa I ators, by Mr. Preble, in relation to the bounda- aiwn.PftflHr M
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absence
of
Mr.
Holmes,
and
that
the
latter
on
good
terms,
for
the
ensuing
season.
,
1 M
Holmes> and t
it weight. Thougbfew, 1 ry question, so far as the Senate were expect-1
Hearl, aged 84.—They were both interred in one
He has also PASTURAGE for several O’Donel’s, Day & Martin’s Blacking, &c. &c.
that Messrs. Holm | edto have any action upon the subject. But I Sentleman will take charge of itt on his return. grave on the 28th.
COIFS.
JOSEPH STORER.
—ALSO—
Whether or not
were the sort of raert i was not consulted, as a Senator, in relation to j Now this is all nonsense.
In Saco,T7th inst. Miss Jane Plummer, aged
Kennebunk, April 28, 1832.
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of
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'
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be
the
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we
neither
know
tg away their county,
I was 1 nr
n
we nei;t»er know
think of the restofiii! respecting the proposition to sell.
Died at Sea, 9th Nov. last, Mr. Richard Cumaware that some communication or commuW
r beiore heard that it was ' mings, of Saco, aged 28.
Mtive assertion offe
GROCERIES;
es to be made, anil tin1 nications were passing from him to the Gov- | contemplated to establish a paper at L. As to J” S\Xt°n’ Mr Elisha Naples, of Saco, a<red
Chests Souchong TEA ;
ernor upon the subject of an adjustment be- i
Holmes, there can be no foundation for 22.—22d, Sarah F. daughter of Mr. James Hop
ed that neither Holms
kinson, aged 3 years.
TTAS just received a very large and well
Young Hyson
do. ;
tween the U. S. and Maine, but the extent I the :intimation
“x:- - ’
...
consulted upoB^besubthat
he is to write for it. The
Starks, 25th ult. Mr. George Nichols, awed -a. JL selected stock of
Java Coffee;
Mr. Evans like ante I and particulars of those communications I system which the Jackson editors have of 85,—one of the first settlers of that town.
Prime Retailing Molasses ;
was not acquainted with.
In Moultonborough, N. H. 17th inst. Mrs. Susan
Havana, Porto Rico, and Loaf Sugars •
bringingMn Holmes’ name in at all timesand
AMONG WHICH ARE —
I am very respectfully your
at Saco a few wees j
Shaw, wife of Dr. Ichabod Shaw, aged 33 years. Broadcloths—
Starch ; Indigo ; Pepper ; Pimento ; Cassia :
; Cassimeres ; Vestings ;
on all occasions is unfair & ungenerous. Mr.
<1 to bargaining Al !
In Paris, March 21st, Thomas Jefferson, aged
obt. servt,
P. SPRAGUE.
Sattinets; Flannels ; Drillings ; Storments; Nutmegs ; Cloves ; Salseratus ; Ginger :
ler, calling the attenda I
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’
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>
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H.
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a
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of
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To Moses Emery arid B. Dunn, Esquires.
Bar Soap ; 7 X9 and 8 X 10 Glass ;
25th, Albion Holmes 13 years—on the 27th, Su Lasting ; Cassinets ; Woollinets ;
mrt of tlie Govèrni
he is undeniably faithful, capable and vigilant, san Anne, aged 11 years—on the 31st, Adrian Angola Cloths—Stripes, &c. for summer wear; Superfine Flour ; Bacon ; Smyrna Raisins ;
nderstood a gentleman |
------ , 23d april, 1832.
and is, therefore, entitled to the respect of the | Lucillus, aged 9 years—April 2d, Julia, aged 13 English and American Ginghams; Calicoes; New Rice ; Kegs Tobacco ; Smoked Herring;
1 a letter from'Mi !
Fine Salt ; Alabama Cotton ; Gunpowder •
Printed Muslins ; Pongees; Colored Silks ;
Respected Friend—It appears to me that it people, whether they are political friends or months—children of Mr. John Gray, Jr.
ii<l he was not constili' j
Shot ; Cut Ad, 6d, lOd and 20d Nails ;
’
White and Colored Cainbricks ;
Hing the Territory sui \ would be a great advantage to your paper and foes. Because he does not bow down before
Wrought do.; Cart Boxes ;
Plain and Figured Muslins ; Linens ;
to
the
present
contest,
if
you
would
continue
r. EmeryVifhsWw
____
SHIPÄE WS.
No. 1, 2, and 3 Mackerel ; Sperm Oil ;
Lawns ; Barrage ;
to place Mr. Ludden’s Speech in all your pa-1 the Jackson junto, because he fearlessly and
” Mr. E. said “heW
Flag, Bandanna, Flag Silk, ? „ „
, . „
1Sperm Candles ; Sheet Lead ;
independently
exposes
the wickedness and __ KENNEBUNK, APRIL 28, 1832.
pers,
for
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Speech
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as
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m Mr. H. in whicbke I
Black Silk and Cotton J Handkerchiefs ; Iron of all kinds from 1 to 3 inches in width ?
to show those partsoi i as any one thing you have published for a long i weakness of the administration he is vilified &
Square
Swedes do.
Shawls ; Dimoties ; Gloves ; Hosiery ;
'
SAILED.
¡man who would tai ■ time. We, as a body of friends, stand firm, as ■ slandered. Such is the policy of JacksonBesides many other articles not here specified.
April 21—Schs. Ploughboy, Walker, for Bos- Laces ; Footings ; Edgings ; Braids
yet, and are increasing fast—and feel deterKennebunk, April 19, 1832.
Sewing Silk and Twist; Threads ; Ribbons ;
LoTa; Ward> do- 5 Mary. Perkins, do.
xnined to put down Jackson and all his Brit ism—talents and faithfulness to the great
-ting, two letters W \ ish friends.
Tapes ; Carpet Binding ;
interests of the people are no passports to fa
27—Sch. Louisa, Ward, for Boston.
i of our Senator!, if |
Pound and Paper Pins ; Needles ; Combs ;
FRESH <& GENUINE
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April 24—Sch. Washington, Brown, from Gilt, Lasting and Pearl Buttons ; Yarns ;
A copy of the le® !
[Our friend Will pardon us for publishing not the knee to the idol the floodgates ofabuse Boston, full freight, merchandise to sundry tra Sheetings ; Shirtings ; Tickings ;
used at the Fate
:
ders of Alfred.
J
o, to prove that Mi
his letter. We like its spirit. We shall again are opened upon him.
25 Schs. Ploughboy, Walker, sundry mer Umbrellas ; Navirenoes ; &c. &c.
EDITAS FOR SALE a good assortment of
truth. In wbatwy
ALSO—AN ASSORTMENT OF
publish Mr. Ludden’s speech, after we have
chandise to Jno. Storer & others; Louisa,‘ Ward
leen so tortured asto
do.
to
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Lord.
GARDEN <fc FLOWER SEEDS,
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pretend
that
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disposed of several long and important arti
arly establishes, h®
from the New-England Seed-Store, in Boston.
27—Sch. Mary, Perkins, from do.
cles which are looked for with some anxiety publican candidate for Mayor, in Portland,
ie report is that M
Among them are the following
MEMORANDA.
was elected in consequence of the unfair
by our patrons.]
Groceries, ^c. &c.
¡tier was read atti’
S
aco, April 17.—Arrived, sch. Friendship,
SMEDS.
hat the Secretary iw
management of the Selectmen, in striking the
All of which, and many other GOODS not
Early Turnip-rooted, French Sugar, and
Ordination.—Ordained on Tuesday eve names of 300 Jackson voters from the lists. Boston ; 23d, schs. Two Sisters, Cohasset; Eli specified, will be sold CHEAP for CASH.
t noise was mad®®'
za and Betsey, Dennis; Four Brothers, do.;
Long Blood Beet ; Mangee Wurtzel ; Early
ning, 17th inst. Mr. James A. Smith, of Hart
certain orator gotty
Kennebunk, April 21, 1832.
The Portland Courier, an impartial and inde Charles, Davis, Portsmouth ; 24th, schs. Echo
York, Early Dutch, Large Cape Savoy, Green
ford, (Conn.) over the First Congregational
meant and thereupon
Woodsum, Boston.
’
Globe, Large Drumhead, and red Dutch'CABcondemnation agarf “Church and Society in (Great-Falls village,) pendent paper, explains this matter and shows
AVCTXON*.
Ar. at Boston, 25th, brig George, Lord, of this
bage ; Long Orange, & Early Horn Carrot ;
Somersworth, N. H. Introductory Prayer that the allegation is false and groundless. port,
chclder.” his*
from New-Orleans.
Early Dutch Cauliflower ; White Solid
ret CaucummM by Rev. Mr. Keeler, of South-Berwick ; Ser “ The persons,” says the Courier, “ whose
At New-Orleans, 30th ult. brig Caroline,
Celery ; Curled Cress ; Early Frame, Early
mon
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Rev.
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of
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;
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convinced
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•
,ly
have just received,
names were stricken off^ were persons who Smith, of this port, loading for New-York. Brig
Green Cluster, Long Green Turkey, Long
atchelder had tolda daining Prayer by Rev. Mr. Cummings, of
Florida had been towed down to the English
Prickly Cucumber ; Royal Cape Head, and
had not been taxed in this town, and therefore Turn, 1st inst.
DOZ.
Fancy Chairs ;
Stratham
;
Right
Hand
ofFellowship
by
Rev.
s
c been very busy ia
Imperial Lettuce ; Green Citron, and Persian
Crockery and Glass Ware ;
Mr. Twining, of Lowell; Charge by Rev. Mr. were not allowed, by a law of the State, to vote
At Havana, 31st ult. brig Lima, Perkins of
e.
Musk Melon ; Round and Long Carolina
100 Rolls Paper Hangings ;
Putnam, of Portsmouth.
in town affairs. But they are allowed to vote this port, for freight
Maine Demoml J*
Cid. at New-Orleans, 4th inst. ship Mordecai and a variety of articles which they offer at Water Melon ; White Portugal, Yellow
A .forged note for $1,500 was presented for in State elections, and therefore their names Marsh, Havre.
’ private sale until the 14th of May at 1 Straw Colored, and large dark red Onion :
give currency,•l’
the British W discount at the Canal Bank in Portland a few were on the lists as made out in September
Ar. at Savannah, 11th, brig Syren, Fernaid o’clock P. M. when they will sell bv Auction. Double Curled Parsley; Low Dutch Pars
Providence,
4.
peperei April 11* days since, The person who presented it last.”
nip ; Squash Pepper ; Early Scarlet Short
STONE & MASON.
At Cadiz, 11th ult. bark Com. Morris, FairTop, and White Turnip rooted Radish; Early
secret faucUV and two accomplices were arrested, examin
Kennebunk-port, April 20,1832.
field,
discharging
1
.
public meeting of» ed and committed for trial at the S. J. Court
Bush, Long Warted, Long Yellow Crock
Fire.—We understand that the dwelling
Ar.
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brig
Mexico,
Smith
JXeck, and Canada Crook Neck Squash; Ear
Messrs. EmeryR on the 1st Tuesday of next month.
house of Dr. Jairus Came, in North-Berwick, Havre, via Bermuda.
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'nt Governor bri» I
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 , &c.
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I a lie in «»"! jn the Washington Telegraph :— *
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“We have better authority than either
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Early Mohawk, Early China Dwarf, and
were likewise destroyed.
accounts.
London Horticultural BEANS ; Early Wash
Washington I* Gen. Houston or the Globe, for saying that, on
N. B. All persons indebted to his Pedlars ington Peas.
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has corrected to8
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All of which will be sold at Boston prices.
Kennebunk, April 28, 1832.
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Kennebunk, April 6, 1832.
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UST received and for sale by
mor asserts that the President converses free
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WILLIAM LORD.
April 21, 1832.
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greatest usurpations of power ever perpetra Address before the Cornish Temperance
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Public Attention!

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,\
wM and for the county of York onthefirst
S most respectfully solicited, by the sub
probate notices
Monday in dpril, in the year of our Lord
[Price
reduced
to
25
eewis.]
scriber, to an
POETRY.
eighteen hundred and thirty-two by the Hon
MdeUy Kennelimk,
Which cures in less than one hour s appli
INVALUABLE PREPARATION,
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
From the Connecticut Mirror..
.1 County
z-f-.—x,.
cation. See directions.
within and for the
of York,, on iae
sa.
the merits of which have been tested by
S“aTHAN D. APPLETON and W.l- THE character
celebrated ^Ohj.tfirst Monday of April, in the
of our
iracter of
of this
this-celebrated
vi are SUSTA1NED by undoubted
'e year
i
APRIL. .
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-two,
by
the
'l^rd
“
'ei)uemhv.rutred'and
iy
LN
liam
C
utts
,
administrators
of
the
es

stands unrivalled fol be>nga«de,
testimony.
Thou hast caused the day Spring to know its
i
Hon.
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
tate
of
Ricard
F.
Cutts,
late
of
Berwick,
in
speedy
and
certain
cure
for
that
loathsome
place.
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
said
county,
deceased,
having
presented
their
said Court :
Capricious month of smiles and tears I
N the petition of William Perkins, in first account of administration ofthe estate of pi mples on the skin, it is also a valuabie arThere’s beauty in thy varied reign :
?icle for the Salt Rheunci and ^iffllams.
O^-BOTANICAL DROPS!
right of his wife, and others interested said deceased, for allowance :
. .
Emblem of Being’s hopes and fears—
in the real estate of Francis Chadbourn, late ORDERED—That the said administrators The well known JAUNUILK ±51 a J
’ are every year increasing their long estab
Its hours of joy, and days of pain.
of North-Berwick, in said county, deceased, • give notice to all persons interested, by caus- which are so eminently useful for removing lished reputation.
A false, inconstant scene is thine,
They have outlived ’
Changeful with light and shadow deepJaundice
and Billious complaints.
r —-------- all JaunaK
je aim
praying for a division of the real estate ot inTa copy of this order to be, pubhshed
many rival preparations, and are continuOft-times thv clouds with pure sunshine
said Francis, among all his heirs.
three weeks successively in i
W
allv gaining upon public confidence.
Are painted—then in gloom they sleep.
in
ORDERED—That the petitioners give’ bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, Ä
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
The Botanical Drops have been successnotice thereof, to all persons interested m county, that they may appear at a Probate
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Yet is there gladness in thy hours,
fully
many
said estate, by causing a copy m this order-to Court to be held at Berwick, in said county, on
Wh
le bv
WO
HJliy administered
duiuunotnv» for.................
j jyears,
------- ; as aa
whn1l».«le
w. C. MlJUnlliLUi
MITCHELL. rrnmtm.
PvrttaA
Frail courier of a brighter scene—
be published in the Kennebunk Gaze«e> the first Monday in May next, at ten of the
Bruff<rists in Boston, and all orders to be ad- thorough remedy
well" known
a»d1
\ for that
........
'“
Thou fragrant guide to buds and flowers,
II 0.
_______class
/ilneo rd
n V^t-P Frl 1 P iil£Pa£PQ
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any dressed» Jesse Daniell Si.. Co.
prevalent
of 1inveterate
diseases, Whink
which [
To meadows fresh, and pastures green !
Dedham, Mass.l\/lsvoc>
weeks successively, that they may appear at they have, why the said account should not
For. as thy days grow few and brief,
originate from a vitiated habit of body, or
a Probate Court to beholden at Berwick, in
The radient looks of spring appear—
1)6 SÎwm. Cutter Allen,
an hereditary predisposition in the patient
PECTOKAL
balsam
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
in
May
next,
With swelling glcw, and opening leaf,
JI safe and very effiemious remedyfor
and generally appear under the various and
To deck the morning of the year.
at ten ofthe clock in the forenoon, and shew
Cutter Allen, Register.
distressing shapes of Scrofula, Salt Rhew, I
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of A crue copy,
©OTOI®
AS®
QSMSa
Yes ! though thy light is chequered oft
Leprosy, St: Anthony's Fire, Fever Soresr
said petition should not be granted.
April 7. nnHIS remedy is one
- - ---------that has been pie- White. Swellings, Scurvy , Foul and obstiWith drifting showers of sorrowing rain—
^Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Fenn
e
bunk,
I
pared with special reference to the
Yet balmy airs and breezes soft
A true Copy—Attest,
.
within and for the county of Yorkfr2r ford <early stages of those complaints of the breast, nate. Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes, Scalfi
Are lingering richly in thy train .
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Monday
of
April,
tn
the
year
of
ow
Lord
<
And for thy eddying gusts, will come
produced by colds, that by neglect, so often Head and Venereal Taint.
April 7.
. -¿k - eighteen hundred andJudae ^f lay the foundation of Consumption ; and yet,
The lay ofthe rejoicing bird,
In the last mentioned condition of the sys
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge oj
That tries his new and brightening plume—
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
which if seasonably attended to and judicious tem, the Botanical Drops will be found to
’Mid the void sky’s recesses heard.
andfor the county of York, on thefrst Mon /¡¡N petition of Nathan
ly treated, will yield to the proper remedies
eradicate the lurking poison, where Mercury
day of April, in the year of our Lord. eighteen
This preparation has been found by repeat has totally failed, and thus prevent the paguardian of Stillman Boyd Jlllen, a dev
And soon the many clouds that hang
hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon, W1LL- isee, with Harriet Mien, Elisha Mien Bod- ed trials to be successful in curing coughs
Their solemn drapery o’er the sky,
! rent from entailing the seeds of an heredita- j
I AM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court i
Will pass, in shadowy folds away :
well, Augustus O. Clark, Francis A. Allen, and hoarseness and soreness of the lungs and ry disease on his offspring.
throat, produced by colds and the influenza.
Lo l mark them now ¡—they break—they A BIGAIL WINN, named Executrix in a EmulusgAUen, in die last will and
2X certain instrument purporting to be the of Elisha Allen, late of Sanford, m said ounIt. may be taken without subjecting the
fly,
DR. RELFE’S BOTANICAL DROPS
last will and testament of Ebenezer Winn, tv. Esquire, deceased, praying for a division person to the inconvenience of an alteration are successfully usedin ctfses of violent erup
And over earth, in one broad smile
Looks forth the glorious eye of Day—
late of Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, de oYf the^eal estate of said deceased , among all in food or any confinement from air or any
tion« after the measles—red blotches—pin.
While bill, and vale, and ocean-isle,
unpleasant effects, yet warm clothing affords
ceased, having presented the same for pro- the devisees, according to the said deceased
pies on the face, festering eruptions on
Are laughing in the breath of May.
an important aid in the cure of these com
baUORDERED—That the said executrix
skin—and other diseases of the external I
]aS0RDEREeD—That the petitioner give no plaints.
Type of Existence ! May’st thou be
surface, and are one of the best Spring and
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

tice thereof to all persons ^e^ted m saffl
For Sale by
The emblem of the Christian’s race—
Autumnal physics known, to free the systenr I
ing a copy of this order to be published three estate bv causing a copy of this ordei to be
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
Through all whose trials we may see
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
The sunshine of undying Grace :
from humors.
published in the Kennebunk Gaze“°’eP™eks
printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear in Kennebunk, in said county, thiee weeks
The calm and heaven enkindled eye
Striking instances of Success.
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at.
Betwick,
m
The faith that mounts on ardent wing—
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
Extract of a letter from a Physician of the i
said county, on the first Monday of MayI bate Court to be holden at Berwick, in satd
That looks beyond the o’er-arching sky,
OF
To Heaven’s undimmed and golden spring. next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
first respectability, and extensive practice,
I county, on the first Monday m May next, at
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
shew cause, if any they have, why the said
in this vicinity, member of the Massachu
. ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
jld not be proved, approved,
approveu, ten
o if any they have, why the prayer of said CAPITJBIs 200,000 Hollars.
instrument should
cause,
setts Medical Society.
the last
and allowed as Cr- will and testament of cause.
june 16th, 1829.
( IVith liberty to increase the same to half a million of
petition should not be granted.
dollars more.)
deceased.
.
1
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
jtkeialejv » sirjuunn^s, the saidAttest,
Dear Sir,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
¿COFFER
to
insure
Dwelling-Houses,
Mills,
__ « This child, before he was a year
HAVE just received a large assortment of A true Copy—Attest,
A true copy,—Attest,
r poster
Boa:efflr
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Manufactories, Distilleries, Barns, Ships
SPRING .GOODS, which they will
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
old, became afflicted with a leprous disease
April 7.
___ ________________ — and Vessels while in port, or on the Stocks^ of the skin, which gradually increased so
sell on the most reasonable terms.
April 7.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within Goods, and every other species of insurable that when about three years old, the whole '
Saco, April 11.
Ata^uHqfProbate heldatKennebunk, within
personal property, against Loss or Damage by
a,nd for the County of York, on the fifst
andfor ths county of York, on the second
day in April, in the year of oUr Lord eighteen FIRE, at as low rates of Premium as any surface of the body was one continued sore,
attended with an ichorous discharge, pro- I
hundred and thirty-two- by the HonourMe similar institution in good standing.
day of April, in the year of our Lord eigh
For Bale.
WILLIAM A. HAYEb, Judge of said
teen hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon.
The Ætwa Insurance Com ducing great soreness and intolerable itching, I
HE Hull and Spars of a
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
pany
was incorporated in 1819, and the rep which became almost insupportable. A
Z^LIVER
LITTLEFIELD,
administrator
Schooner built for the fish
utation
it has acquired for promptness and great variety of the most approved external
ing business—of White Oak and AUL RICKER, named Executor m a
ofthe estate of HiraM Littlefield,
late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, de liberality in the adjustment and payment ot and internal remedies were used without
copper fastened, of the following
certain instrument purporting to be
having presented his first account^of losses, requires no additional pledge, to entitle any permanent relief. Much interest was
last will and testament of Gershom Rickeceased,
,
it to a liberal share of public patronage.
excited in behalf of the child, and cons«- i
Fifty-eight feet long;
late of Shapleigh, in said county, yeoman, de administration of the estate of said deceased
Persons wishing to be insured, can apply quently different medical advice was solicit-;
for
allowance
;
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private
amount
Seven and a half deep ;
ceased, having presented the same foi p
against the estate of said deceased for allow- to LAURISTON WARD, of Saco, who is ed, but with little or no advantage, the dis-1
Seventeen feet wide ;
.
appointed Agent, with full power to receive
and measures about Sixty tons and is a-first b&ORDERED—That the said executor give
aUORDERED—That the said administrator proposals and issue Policies without the delay ease progressed with unabating violence and
rate vessel.—Can be fitted for sea in all the notice to all persons interested,
i seemed to defy the healing art. At length I
causing a
copy of this order to be published three give notice to all persons interested, by caus necessarily attendant on, application to the the parent was induced by the adviceoia
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a
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this
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Office.
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article.) to try Dr. Relfe’s BOTANICAL
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printed
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ANTED immediately by the subscri September next, at ten of the clock inl the held at Berwick, in said county, on the first Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk cording to the directions, before the leas!
port, April 1,1832.
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_
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'Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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Eliphaiel Dun41,-Miss Harriet Frost,-Rev. only say that Dr. Relfe’s Botanical Drop
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
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Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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A true copy—Attest,
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Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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A complete assortment of FEATHERS,
’’ cost; those who«»,
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late of Kennebunk-port, in the county of
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call at the Provision’
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rONTINU E TO TRANSACT BUSINESS IN
navment.
BARNABAS PALMER,
LAURISTON WARD, ofSaeo.
JOSEPH K. MILLER.
Kennebunk, March 3,1832.
SACO, AS AUCTIONEERS. called upon to make paymenu COLMAN payment.
Saco, Jan- 1832.
(1^)
Kennebunk, March 29,1832.
Cash advanced on consignments.
April 2,1832.
Saco, Jan. 1832.
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